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Abstract
Improper manipulation of heavy objects can result in hard stresses (tension, compression and shear) throughout the human 
body parts, especially in the low-back spine. Biomechanics specialists state that injuries that occur in this area may address 
muscle tissue, joint tissues and intervertebral disc tissues. The effect of a carried load on kinematics and kinetics of body’s 
lower extremity is significant. Besides of labor protection rules and interventions designed to reduce and avoid injuries, 
powered wearable exoskeletons have been proposed to amplify human capabilities. The paper regards three significant 
issues related to exoskeletons: biomechanical modeling, actuation, and multi-level control strategies. Three modalities to 
get optimal performance of wearable robots are hereby summarized: (i) minimization of interaction force wrench by using 
direct/indirect force control strategies, (ii) modification of reference trajectory to compensate for unwanted interaction force 
wrench, and (iii) adding the power assist rate such that zero impedance at interaction attachments is guaranteed. To accom-
plish these points, most proposed control strategies consist of three levels of control: high-level control, responsible for 
capturing human movement intention; mid-level control for regulation of divisions of the gait cycle; and low-level control 
for stabilization of the coupled motion.

Keywords Human walking intention · Lower extremity exoskeleton · Biomechanics · Impedance control · Biped 
locomotion

1 Introduction

Exoskeleton is a term borrowed from biology, where it refers 
to the chitin hardcover of the insects, used for support and 
protect purposes [1]. Inspired by the biology field, human 
exoskeleton suits are wearable robots that can be powered by 
electromechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic actuators, etc. for 

enhancing the user’s (wearer’s/operator’s/pilot’s) strength, 
endurance and speed [1]. In general, exoskeletons can be 
classified as upper extremity exoskeleton, lower extrem-
ity exoskeleton, full exoskeleton suit, or smaller body part 
exoskeleton, e.g., hand exoskeleton, hip joint exoskeleton, 
etc. However, this work is focused on lower extremity exo-
skeletons (LEEs) with power amplification for non-disabled 
users’ physical activities assistance.

Biomechanics studies show severe injuries that can be 
produced by carrying heavy loads; the possible injured parts 
are back, knee, ankle, or shoulder, etc. In addition, the tor-
ques generated at hip, knee, and ankle level increase propor-
tionally to the carried loads. In view of the above, a load car-
rying exoskeleton is expected to reduce the risk and severity 
of an injury as well as the energy expenditure of the user 
[2–5]. The idea behind the design of powered exoskeletons 
(PEs) is to combine human intelligence and robot strength to 
perform some dangerous and difficult civil and military tasks 
such as rescue work, firefighting, war field missions, but 
assistance and rehabilitation of people with locomotor dis-
abilities, as well [6, 7]. Walking assistance requires harmony 
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between the user’s intentions and exoskeleton’s action. The 
exoskeleton provides force assistance and support to the 
user while he/she can adapt his/her muscle activation pat-
terns, lower muscle forces and energy consumption being 
required from the user [8]. The exoskeleton and the user are 
in contact at a variety of places, such as feet, shanks, thighs, 
etc. imposing interaction forces wrench (forces and torques) 
between the exoskeleton and the user [6]. The need to inte-
grate human and exoskeleton together and making them as 
one whole system complicate the prerequisite control algo-
rithms, due to the coupled dynamics and kinetic–kinematic 
restrictions. Design and control of rehabilitation devices 
for movement force and trajectory training is easier than 
human–machine integration for power augmentation, due to 
limited number and complexity of the activities the system 
must perform [9].

The earliest exoskeleton device developed by Yagn in 1890 
was a passive system acting in parallel to the user’s lower 
limbs with longbow springs for facilitating human walking, 
running and jumping [10]. In 1917, Kelly designed a steam-
powered device for supporting human walking and running. 
A small steam engine carried on the back by the user, actioned 
on artificial ligaments designed in parallel to the major muscle 
ligaments of the user [11]. Then exoskeleton field witnessed a 
long period of languishment for some decades. In early 1960s, 
a team from Cornell aeronautical laboratory, supported by the 
U.S. Defense Department, developed a full human body exo-
skeleton with fewer degrees of freedom for the user and actu-
ated with hydraulic actuators, designed for enhancing user’s 
power. Master–slave control was proposed as a basis for track-
ing the user motion and regulating the interaction forces [12, 
13]. The aim of the project was to imitate the full motion of 
the human user. At the same time, the US General Electric 
developed Handiman exoskeleton [6, 14–16]. It consists of two 
overlapping exoskeletons with 30 degrees of freedom (DoFs) 
powered by hydraulic actuators. While it was designed to lift 
680 kg, the exoskeleton was too heavy and had limitations 
regarding joint dexterity and hydraulic control technology 
[17]. Reproducing all human movements and using mas-
ter–slave robotic systems can have some practical limitations 
[6]. In 1969, Vukabratovic and his colleagues at the University 
of Belgrade developed some powered exoskeletons for aiding 
people with paraplegia [18–20]. Despite the limitations of Bel-
grade devices, stabilization and balancing criterion, which is 
the so-called zero-moment point (ZMP) are still used in most 
biped robots [21–30]. In the mid-1980s, Pitman suit was con-
ceived by Los Alamos National Laboratory. It was a full pow-
ered suit of armor for infantrymen controlled by a network of 
brain-scanning sensors in the helmet [17]. These attempts were 
not successful due to some problems associated with technol-
ogy limitations. The major limitations of exoskeleton design 
can include the power supply, actuators and joint flexibility, 
power control and modulation, and adaptation to the user size 

variations. From early 1990s onwards, practical powered exo-
skeletons have been developed for power augmentation. Some 
examples of these models are HAL suit of Tsukuba University 
[31–38], RoboKnee of MIT [7], and BLEEX of California 
University [6, 39–41], etc. the details will be described later 
throughout this paper.

In summary, there are important points that should be con-
sidered for designing the Pes [7, 8, 42]:

• The exoskeleton should be comfortable with a natural inter-
face.

• The exoskeleton should follow the user intention and apply 
forces when and where suitable, with low impedance to 
the user. The user’s muscles should exert lower forces than 
when the user performs the same task without exoskeleton 
assistance.

• The joint angle trajectory of the coupled user-exoskeleton 
system should be modifiable while walking.

• Attention should be paid to the human biomechanics dur-
ing walking, e.g., how to support the weight and propel the 
human body in a naturally functional manner

• Motion synchronization of the coupled user-exoskeleton 
system.

• The interaction forces/torques between the user and the 
exoskeleton should carefully be considered and minimized.

• The user plays important role in the control of the worn 
exoskeleton.

• Human motion in irregular terrains may make the control 
problems more complex.

• Three important issues should be considered for control 
purposes: estimation (detection/measurement) of the 
human–exoskeleton interaction forces/torques, estimation 
of the intended human motion, and the feasible control 
strategy.

Despite several previous reviews have considered design 
and control issues of LEEs [43–49], they did not present a 
unified control architecture for the target LEEs. The current 
work is focused on resolving this problem introducing a sys-
tematic review on challenging issues of the LEEs.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces 
biomechanics of the human lower extremity. Actuation of 
the exoskeleton is presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 includes 
dynamics of the LEEs. Section 5 investigates the major con-
trol strategies for the LEEs. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2  Biomechanics of the human lower 
extremity

The user should feel the exoskeleton as a natural extension 
of his/her body; therefore, much attention should be paid 
to the design, biomechanics, and control aspects. Human 
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biomechanics are extensive and we cannot include every-
thing in this short section. Instead, there are specific points 
that should carefully be considered:

• The number of walking phases and the kinematics param-
eters during one gait cycle,

• The motion range of the human joints,
• The joint behavior (it behaves like actuator, or damper, 

or even passive element),
• The timing of muscle activity patterns and synchronicity 

with the exoskeleton parts, and
• The effect of carried load on human body.

To end this, the following important subsections are 
summarized.

2.1  Gait cycle

According to Fig. 1, the human gait cycle can be divided into 
two walking phases [50, 51]:

• Stance phase, where one foot is in contact with ground, 
including 4 walking sub-phases: initial contact IC, oppo-
site toe off OT, heel rise HS, and opposite initial contact 
OI,

• Swing phase, where one foot swings freely in the air, 
with 3 walking sub-phases: toe off TO, feet adjacent FA, 
and tibia vertical TV.

In view of the above, there are seven walking sub-phases 
during the whole gait cycle. As noted in Fig. 1, the con-
figuration of human lower limbs and their relative position 

changes during the whole gait cycle, hence every walking 
sub-phase has its own dynamic modeling and controller. 
Accordingly, gait cycle division should carefully be con-
sidered while designing the control algorithm for the LEEs; 
selection of the suitable division of walking phases and the 
way at which they are synchronized are necessary for recre-
ating a feasible walking pattern. For more details on walking 
patterns of biped robots and miscellaneous walking phases, 
see [22–26, 30]. This topic is briefly discussed in Sects. 4 
and 5.

2.2  Lower limb motion

It is necessary to understand the way the joint angle posi-
tions of lower limbs are determined in Fig. 2. The knee angle 
can be defined as the angle between the femur and the tibia, 
it is clockwise positive (flexion) and counterclockwise nega-
tive (extension). Whereas the angle between the tibia and 
an arbitrary line along the foot refers to the ankle angle, it 
is normally 90°, but it is defined as 0° neutrally. The ankle 
angle is in plantarflexion if it is in a negative clockwise 
position and it makes dorsiflexion with a counterclockwise 
negative position. The hip angle can be defined in two ways: 
either as the angle between the vertical and the femur or as 
the angle between the pelvis and the femur [50]. According 
to Fig. 2, it is a positive clockwise angle with extension and 
a negative counterclockwise angle with flexion. The maxi-
mum range of sagittal motion of the hip is 110°-130° for 
flexion (larger range when knee is in flexion), and 30° for 
extension, whereas the knee has about 130° for flexion and 
0°-maximum 5° for extension. The limits of ankle motion in 
the sagittal plane are 40° for flexion (dorsiflexion) and 20° 

Fig. 1  Divisions of gait cycle with typical muscle activity patterns 
[50, 51]. The gluteus maximus and hamstrings are hip extensors. 
The hamstrings are active at the IC in order to prevent hyperexten-
sion of the knee. The quadriceps are knee extensors helping in con-
trol of knee flexion. The iliopsoas is a hip flexor and active during 
the initial and mid-swing phase. Tibialis anterior are active through-

out the swing phase and the loading response in order to control the 
ankle plantarflexion during the loading response and initial swing and 
maintain the ankle dorsiflexion during the late swing phase. Triceps 
surae are active during late mid-stance and terminal stance in order to 
control dorsiflexion during the corresponding periods
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for extension (plantarflexion) [52]. The exoskeleton should 
not exceed the motion ranges of the user [6].

2.3  Behavior of lower limb joints

According to Fig. 3, the most power generated at hip joint 
belongs to the initial swing phase. The knee joint has almost 
negative power (absorption of power) during the swing 
phase. The highest power is generated at the ankle at the 
pre-swing phase. In view of the above, the followings are 
recommended:

• The hip has to be powered with a specific actuator able 
to facilitate initiation of the swing phase.

• There is inherent damping generated at knee level. In 
general, there are three possible designs for a knee exo-
skeleton joint [53]: passive, variable damping, and pow-
ered. The passive design is sensitive to the environmental 
disturbances. Variable damping knee requires a power 
supply to modulate the damping level, whereas, the 
powered knee provides non-conservative positive power 
during walking. A trade-off design of variable damping 
and powered knee is developed as proposed in [53] for 
irregular terrains.

• The ankle behavior can be expressed as a passive spring 
with released energy at pre-swing phase, see [54] for 
example.

• Most works concentrate on sagittal plane motion due to 
the large joint motions associated with this plane. Human 
pelvis performs movements in all three plans while walk-
ing.

In effect, Kim et al. [55] proposed that absorption of 
energy at the human joints level is necessary for support-
ing; therefore, they considered passive, powered and dis-
sipative elements for each joint in order to imitate human 
power described in Fig. 3.

2.4  Muscle activity patterns

Although Fig. 1 refers to the typical case of the timing of 
muscles associated with lower limb joints during the gait 
cycle, these timing and synchronization can be different 
from person to person. In addition, for the same person, the 
pattern of muscles may depend on the fatigue level and on 
the walking speed [50, 51]. This is critically challenging in 
determining the possible muscle patterns for the user; this 
problem results from the redundant structure of the human 
body. This topic is discussed in Sect. 5.

2.5  The effect of the weight of backpacks

In effect, people who carry heavy objects on their back may 
suffer from risky problems especially at the lower region of 
the spine; the injuries may extend to the lower extremities 
[51]. Different biomechanical studies have investigated the 
effect of the weight of carried loads on kinetics, kinematics 
and muscle activity of the human body. The walking param-
eters such as step length and limits of joint motion, etc. are 
affected by the carried loads [56]. In addition, the carried 
load can influence the trunk and lower extremity muscles 
[57–60]. In summary, to reduce the stresses produced at spe-
cific parts of the human body while lifting some objects, the 
PEs can be a possible solution, when Pes addresses trunk, 
too; supporting trunk and lower limbs is essential in order 
to achieve lower levels of stress at the corresponding human 
body parts while lifting a load. Figure 4 shows the typical 

Fig. 2  Lower limb joints positions [50]

Fig. 3  Lower limb joint power during gait cycle [50]. The generation 
power at a joint produced when the joint motion moves in the direc-
tion of muscle action, while absorption power at a joint occurs if the 
joint moves opposite to muscle action
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muscle activity patterns of trunk and lower extremity while 
lifting loads.

3  Actuation

In general, there are different exoskeleton prototypes with 
different anatomy and actuation systems. As aforementioned, 
it could be impossible to mimic all DoFs of the human lower 
extremity since many design issues can be encountered. 
Increasing the flexibility and the DoFs of the lower extrem-
ity’s exoskeleton may lead to instability and computational 
complexity problems which are hardly solved [6].

Clinical gait analysis data show that the highest power 
at the ankle, knee and the hip occurs in flexion and exten-
sion; therefore, most studies concentrate on sagittal plane 
motion only. The ankle and the hip joints demand positive 
powers that should be actuated whereas the knee power is 
negative which means that it can be modelled as a variable 
damper. The human body, however, needs some positive 
knee power during ascending stairs; therefore, this motivates 

the researchers to design actuated knee joint [6]. BLEEX 
[6, 39–41] has 7 DoFs at each leg with only 4 hydraulically 
actuated joints: 3 DoFs at the hip with 2 actuated DoFs in 
flexion–extension and abduction–adduction planes, 1 sagit-
tal-plane actuated DoF at the knee and 3 DoFs at the ankle 
with 1 plantar/dorsiflexion actuated joint. The unactuated 
joints were equipped with steel springs and elastomer parts. 
Kazerooni and his colleagues [6] have found that rolling 
motion of the human hip is slow; therefore, they decoupled 
the abduction–adduction (rolling) hip joint from the control 
of pitch joints in the sagittal plane. HAL-5 [31–38] has a 
flexion–extension actuated joint with DC servomotors at the 
hip and the knee. The unactuated ankle joint is passively 
equipped with springs. HIT-LEX [42] has 14 DoFs with 
only 2 electrically actuated flexion–extension DoFs at the 
knee and the hip; the other joints are passive with specific 
springs. Whereas, MIT exoskeleton [2–5] is a sagittal-planar 
and underactuated mechanism with one DoF of the series 
elastic actuator (SEA) at the hip, one variable-damping DoF 
at the knee and one passive DoF at the springy ankle; there 
are other versions for this structure as proposed in [33]. In 
summary, the following points should be considered:

• Most designed actuators have currently some disadvan-
tages such as large volume, heavy weight, high produc-
tion of noise, high-energy consumption, etc. These actua-
tors cannot be compared with human muscles that have 
inherent variable impedance characteristics. There are 
two options for the resolution of this problem: either a 
new design of the variable impedance actuators [61] or 
the use of active variable impedance control [62].

• Most researchers proposed actuated DoFs at the flexion–
extension hip and knee joints with springy passive joints 
for ankle level. However, Herr and his colleagues [2–5] 
attempted to imitate the modeling of human joint by 
exploiting the variable damping at the knee, the control-
lable force actuation at the hip and the spring behavior 
of the ankle; their models are designed in sagittal plane 
only.

• Precise imitation of human anatomy could not be useful 
due to the accompanying complexity of the multibody 
dynamics and control. A trade-off design is necessary to 
be selected. A similar work is proposed in [55].

4  Dynamics

Humans have perfect mobility with amazing sensing, 
motor and control systems; being extremely versatile and 
adaptable, these systems provide smooth locomotion on 
all terrain. However, comprehensive understanding of the 
human locomotion is still not complete. To dynamically 

Fig. 4  The most typical muscle activity patterns while lifting some 
objects [51]. Accordingly, exoskeletons with supporting trunk and 
lower extremity are essential to relieve the corresponding muscles of 
the user
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model a biped mechanism, the following points should be 
taken into consideration [22, 29]:

• Biped mechanisms are mechanisms with kinematical 
variability such as they could be fully actuated during 
the single support phase (SSP) and over-actuated dur-
ing the double support phase (DSP). If we assume the 
biped robot as a fixed-base mechanism, the dynamic 
modeling and control strategies of fixed-base manipula-
tors can be used efficiently.

• Dealing with forward/inverse kinematics of the tar-
get LEE (if required) addresses different phases of 
the gait cycle. This may depend on the control archi-
tecture and the modeling complexity of the LEE. For 
example, a one-DOF LEE could not require forward/
inverse kinematics algorithms or Jacobian transforma-
tion for control implementations. Another example is 
the impedance control of the LEE if used as a basis 
for control system of a multi-DOF LEE. The target 
impedance dynamics (outer impedance loop) is prefer-
ably expressed in terms of the task coordinate frames, 
since the task geometry may decide which directions 
are motion-constrained and force-sensitive [63]. In gen-
eral, impedance control consists of two control loops: 
an outer impedance loop regulating the interaction 
between the end-effector and the external environment, 
and an inner control loop that can be a torque control 
loop or a position/velocity control loop. For an outer 
impedance loop, representation of the dynamics of the 
impedance target in terms of task space is necessary. 
For the inner control loop, there are two possibilities 
of coordinate representation for the control law. For 
force-based impedance control, the inner joint space 
torque control requires a transformation of the com-
manded forces generated by the outer loop into a com-
manded torque that should be tracked. Accordingly, 
this requires calculation of the Jacobian online. For 
the position/velocity-based impedance control (admit-
tance control), the inner position/velocity control can 
be represented in joint space by transformation of the 
commanded task coordinates into joint coordinates 
using inverse kinematics [64–66]. However, the inner 
position/velocity control law can be represented in task 
coordinates, as presented in [67]. In effect, despite the 
usefulness of task space formulation for implemen-
tation of high-performance control schemes, meas-
urement of the end-effector position and orientation 
(without the use of geometric Jacobian) is not easy; 
this may require vision technology. On the other hand, 
implementation of joint space control combined with 
a Cartesian impedance outer loop may require calcu-
lation of Jacobians and inverse kinematics schemes, 
which could be computationally complex [68]. See [69, 

70] for more details on forward/inverse kinematics of 
lower extremity exoskeletons.

• Dealing with unilateral contact of the foot sole–ground 
interaction, we can approach this system as a passive 
joint model (rigid-to-rigid contact) or as a compliant 
model. However, for a non-disabled user, an underactu-
ated ground-foot contact occurring during the gait cycle 
can be compensated by himself. Therefore, most manu-
factured exoskeletons with power augmentation did not 
offer any solution for this point, due to the computational 
complexity of the required dynamic modeling. On the 
other hand, if the LEE is simultaneously subjected to 
sudden impact, balance recovery should be considered 
even for a non-disabled user, bringing new challenges to 
the developers.

In view of the above, most exoskeleton researchers 
attempt to avoid using complete dynamics for the wear-
able robots. In effect, there are two general formulations 
for modeling the multibody dynamics: the Euler–Lagrange 
(E-L) formulation and the Newton–Euler (N-E) formulation. 
Although the E-L formulation can provide closed-form state 
equations suitable to advanced control strategies, their com-
putational complexity, unless it is simplified, can be compu-
tationally inefficient for the analysis/control of the complex 
robotic system (more than 6 DoFs) [22, 29]. Whereas, the 
N-E formulation is a powerful tool to deal recursively with 
dynamics. The N-E-based virtual decomposition control 
(VDC) can be a good solution for dealing with the computa-
tional complexity associated with the dynamics and control 
of high DoF-robotic systems [27, 71, 72]. However, to our 
knowledge, most researchers focus on design of exoskel-
etons with just a few joints (e.g. the hip and the knee joints). 
Therefore, the E-L formulation has been used extensively 
in the literature; see Sect. 3 for more details on the design 
specifications of some manufactured exoskeletons. In gen-
eral, there are two possible strategies for dynamics modeling 
of the LEEs: (i) the coupled exoskeleton-user dynamics, and 
(ii) the isolated dynamics of the LEE.

4.1  The coupled exoskeleton‑user dynamics

This strategy attempts to model the whole dynamics of the 
coupled exoskeleton-user system. Accordingly, the interac-
tion contact force wrench between the user and the exoskel-
eton at miscellaneous attachments disappears. However, this 
modeling is rarely used in literature. Consider the 1-DoF 
exoskeleton described in Fig. 5. According to the Lagrange 
formulation, the coupled dynamics can be described as [73, 
74]

(1)

(

Ir + Ih
)

�̈� +
(

Br + Bh

)

�̇� + K𝜃 + gr(𝜃) + gh(𝜃) = u + 𝜏m + 𝜏u
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where I(.) represent the leg inertia with subscripts r and h 
being denoted to the exoskeleton and the user respectively, 
� is the knee joint angle, B(.) is the joint damping coefficient 
resulted from friction effect, K is the knee joint stiffness 
of the user, g(.) is the gravity term, u is the input actuator 
torque of the exoskeleton, �m is the input control of the user 
resulted from the muscle effects, and �u is the unmodeled 
dynamics effect.

For Eq. (1), the following points should be noted:

• Although Eq. (1) includes viscous friction term, the mod-
eling of the friction effect can be complex. In general, 
the friction torque can be expressed as a function of the 
relative joint angular velocity, see [22] and the references 
therein.

where Bc, Bv and Bs denote the Coulomb friction coef-
ficient, viscous friction coefficient, and Stribeck friction 
effect respectively, �s is the rate of decay of the Stribeck 
friction, and Bo is the friction offset term.

• According to Eq. (1), calculation of the actuator torques of 
the exoskeleton may require knowledge (estimation) of the 
user input control, the un-modeled dynamics, and the user 

(2)

� f = coulomb friction + viscous friction

+ Stribeck friction + friction offset term

= Bc sign
(

�̇�
)

+ Bv�̇� + Bs sign
(

�̇�
)

exp

(

−

(

�̇�
/

𝜂s

))

+ Bo

dynamics parameters associated with inertia, damping, 
gravity and stiffness. Robust and adaptive control structures 
are powerful tools to deal with this problem.

In effect, even the LEE is a single joint one, the coupled 
dynamics should consider the whole user body dynamics. 
This is carefully developed in the work of Greggs and his col-
leagues [75, 76] in what concerns modeling multi-DoF cou-
pled exoskeleton/prosthesis systems. For example, Lv et al. 
[76] decoupled the dynamics of swing and stance for each 
leg separately in a powered ankle–foot orthosis, taking the 
interaction forces of the two legs into consideration. The loco-
motion of the stance leg can be discretized into three walking 
phases: heel contact, flat foot contact and the toe-off contact, 
with the inertial coordinate frame selected on either the heel 
or the toe, according to the walking phase. For the swing leg, 
the hip is considered as the floating base, with zero interaction 
forces at the swing foot. Then the authors derived the equiva-
lent dynamics with different support foot constraints that are 
important to design the underactuated potential shape control 
law. As noted, the dynamic modeling still requires transition 
times between walking phases and different sensors for deter-
mining the phase periods. Therefore, Gregg et al. [75] pro-
posed a virtual constraint-based approach as a powerful tool 
to solve the transition problem. The virtual constraint approach 
has been applied to a biped robot in which the joint angles are 
represented by a monotonic variable that represents the walk-
ing phase. Please, see [77–81] for more details on this strategy. 
However, most virtual constraint-based dynamics assume that 
the investigated robotic system is an underactuated system that 
needs specific control strategies such as hybrid zero dynamics, 
post-Hamiltonian port approach, etc.

4.2  The isolated LEE dynamics

The subsection is focused on isolation the dynamics of the 
exoskeleton from the user and presents the effect of the user 
dynamics via the interaction contact force wrench generated 
at the attachments. There are two possible techniques for this 
strategy: (i) the coupled legs-based dynamics and (ii) the 
decoupled legs-based dynamics.

4.2.1  The coupled‑legs‑based dynamics

The coupled-legs-based dynamics means modeling of the 
biped wearable robot completely, to distinguish it from the 
decoupled-legs-based dynamics described at the end of this 
subsection. It includes selections of suitable walking phases 
and then modeling of the robotic system according to its 
configuration in the specific walking phase. This modeling 
strategy is extensively used in biped robots [21–30]. The PEs 
should decide the suitable time (period) for walking tran-
sition during the gait cycle. However, the main difference Fig. 5  The 1-DoF low limb exoskeleton at knee joint level [73]
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between the dynamics of the pure biped robot and the LEE 
lies in the presence of the imposed constraints on the LEE 
due to the contact between the user’s lower limb parts and 
the exoskeleton parts. The biped robot can be modeled as 
a robot in free space during the SSP, whereas the LEE is 
always in constrained space due to the interaction with the 
user. In view of the above, the gait cycle is divided into 
multi-walking phases with separate dynamics and control 
[75]. Kazerooni and his team [6, 39–41] proposed three 
walking phases for BLEEX: SSP, DSP, and DSP with one 
redundancy, see Fig. 6. The SSP (Fig. 6a) involves 7 DoFs 
within 6 actuated joints and hence the exoskeleton is an 
underactuated system. The E-L formulation for the LEE 
during the SSP can be written as

where M(q) is the inertia matrix, q is the generalized angu-
lar joint displacement, C(q, q̇) is the Coriolis and centrip-
etal matrix, g(q) is the gravity vector, u is the input control 
torque of the actuators with zero element at the ground-foot 
contact, J(q) is the Jacobian matrix associated with the inter-
action force wrench vector Fint resulted due to the contact 
between the user and the exoskeleton at different places.

For modeling the SSP, the following important points 
should be considered:

• The problem of the underactuation associated with the 
SSP can be compensated by the healthy user [6, 39–41]. 
However, the elderly user can lose their balance during 
motion due to their vestibular deficits, weak muscles and 
reduced coordination capacity. Accordingly, the stabili-
zation control strategies of underactuated biped locomo-
tion should be used for elderly users. Different disturbed 

(3)M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q) = u + J(q)TFint

walking patterns associated to different pathologies 
requires different control strategies.

• The actuator dynamics is not considered in Eq. (3). How-
ever, consideration of actuator dynamics is important for 
a robot with high-velocity movement and highly varying 
loads. For more details on the effect of neglecting actua-
tor dynamics, the reader is referred to [67]. In addition, 
the reader is referred to [67, 82–84] for more details on 
modeling of electro-mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, 
and flexible joint actuators, respectively.

Whereas the second phase is a DSP with two planar 
3-DoF serial mechanism (see Fig. 6b), each leg has its own 
equation of motion. Accordingly, the E-L formulation for 
the left and right legs can be expressed as

where L and R refer to the left and right leg, respectively, Φ(.) 
is a Jacobian constraint matrix associated with the coupling 
effect force wrench Fc resulted from splitting of the upper-
most link (torso) into two parts.

It is recommended to transform Eq. (4) in terms of Carte-
sian coordinates. This is suitable for cancelling the coupling 
torque resulted from the partitioning process of the torso. 
Multiplying both sides of the above equations by the cor-
responding Jacobian inverse transposition, summing them 
and using the Newton’s Third Law, it results in

(4a)

ML

(

qL
)

q̈L + CL

(

qL, q̇L
)

q̇L + gL
(

qL
)

= uL + JT
L
FintL

+ ΦT
L
FcL

(4b)
MR

(

qR
)

q̈R + CR

(

qR, q̇R
)

q̇R + gR
(

qR
)

= uR + JT
R
FintR

+ ΦT
R
FcR

(4c)FcL = −FcR

Fig. 6  The three walking phases proposed for Bleex [6]: a the SSP 
with joints described in circles, b the DSP1 with both feet on the 
ground, c the DSP2 with joint redundancy (left foot rotation), and d 
the SSP. It should be noted that the LEE has 7 DoFs with 6 actuators 

during the SSP and hence, the system is underactuated, whereas, the 
LEE is overactuated during both the DSP1 and DSP2. However, the 
decomposition of lower limb according to the approach described in 
[6] can result in different philosophy
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The following important things should be considered for 
this walking sub-phase:

• Equations (4a) and (4b) include splitting the torso link 
into two parts such that the total torso mass mT is equal 
to

where the two partitioned masses (mTR and mTL) can be 
calculated as

where xTL is the distance of the torso center of mass from 
the left-ankle joint and xTR is the distance of the torso 
center of mass from the right ankle joint.

• The whole exoskeleton system is an overactuated system, 
during the DSP; the number of actuators is equal to 6 
while the LEE has only 3 DoFs. The system has an infi-
nite number of solutions due to the inherent redundancy 
of the actuator. For dealing with actuator redundancy 
and kinematic constraints, see [22, 71] for more details. 
Knowing that the total interaction contact force wrench 
of Eq. (5) can be distributed arbitrary to the left and right 
legs of the LEE; there are 3 redundant unknowns that can 
be solved using optimization techniques.

• The constraint equation of motion for the LEE devel-
oped for the DSP can be represented for the whole sys-
tem without the partitioning process as described in [22] 
and the references therein. Accordingly, Eq. (3) can be 
used for modeling this walking phase (the DSP), but 
with Fint including the interaction contact force wrench 
plus the ground reaction forces (in case of an exoskel-
eton with supported feet). Equation (3) can be solved 
using two well-known techniques [22, 29]: the redun-
dant coordinates-based technique which is mainly used 
in commercial software such as MSC ADAMS, and the 
minimum coordinates-based technique which could be, 
to some extent, suitable for control strategies and real-
time applications. Many researchers have preferred the 
first technique due to its simplicity and ease of derivation 
at the expense of difficulties of the numerical methods 
encountered in the solution. Consequently, this motivates 
the researchers to investigate the second technique that 
includes eliminating the constraint equations (Lagrange 
multipliers) from Eq. (3) to result in constraint-free dif-
ferential equations. This can be implemented using one 
of the methods of orthogonalization which are: the coor-

(5)

Fint = J
(

qL
)−T

(ML

(

qL
)

q̈L + CL

(

qL, q̇L
)

q̇L + gL
(

qL
)

− uL)

+ J
(

qR
)−T

(MR

(

qR
)

q̈R + CR

(

qR, q̇R
)

q̇R + gR
(

qR
)

− uR)

(6)mT = mTR + mTL

(7)
mTR

mTL

=
xTL

xTR

dinate partitioning method, the zero-eigen value method, 
the singular value decomposition (SVD), the QR decom-
position, the Udwadia-Kabala formulation, the PUTD 
method, and the Schur decomposition. See [22, 29] for 
more details.

• Regarding the actuator’s dynamics see the above bullet 
list on the SSP.

The last phase of the gait cycle is a DSP with one redun-
dancy source due to the rotation of the rear foot (see Fig. 6c). 
Kazerooni and Steger [6] has used the partition strategy for 
the torso in order to provide dynamics modeling for the LEE. 
According to their analysis, the left leg is underactuated due 
to one coordinate redundancy at the left foot, while the right 
foot is fully actuated. In effect, this modeling is unrealistic 
since the whole LEE system is still overactuated. The system 
has 6 actuators and 4 DoFs and hence 2 redundant coordi-
nates are produced. This point is well dealt in [9, 22, 71].

In DSP1, both the rear and front feet are in full contact 
with the ground, whereas DSP2 includes the rotation of the 
rear foot about the toe joint with front foot in full-contact.

The difficulties associated with this strategy are [75]:

• The time of each walking phase should be determined; 
the wrong estimation of the walking phase periods may 
result in imbalance problems due to the interference of 
the walking phases.

• The tuning of the control parameters (gains) is not trivial 
for multi-models during the gait cycle.

• Designing an LEE with attachments under the feet rise 
inherent dynamics and control problems, due to integra-
tion of the ground reaction forces and the interaction force 
wrench resulted from the user during the support phase. 
Differentiating between these two forces is necessary in 
order to assure stability during motion; see [9] for more 
details. This can be avoided by making the attachments at 
the legs as proposed for some prototypes; see for example 
the design of [85]. Due to the difficulties associated to 
this dynamic modeling, most manufactured exoskeletons 
avoid this approach and attempt to propose a model-free 
control algorithms, e.g. used decoupled joint control, 
without the need for complete a dynamic modeling.

4.2.2  Decoupled legs dynamics

This technique deals with dynamically modeling of the 
swing and support phases for both lower limbs considered 
separately, without considering the coupling effect between 
the two lower limbs. The researchers attempted to compen-
sate for this modeling error by using a robust controller for 
the whole system. Yang et al. [16] adopted this strategy for 
modeling LEE (see Fig. 7). Accordingly, each leg has two 
phases: swing and stance phases reducing the multi-models 
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proposed in subsection 4.1. However, the dynamic coupling 
between the legs was neglected in their proposed model. 
In effect, the coupling between the legs should carefully 
be considered since the proposed control architecture may 
depend on each leg dynamics, leading to gait errors and 
instability issues. Mathematically, the dynamics of each 
lower limb during the swing and the stance phases of the gait 
can be expressed as a fixed-base robotic manipulator with 
constraints at different locations due to the exoskeleton and 
its contact points with user’s body parts. A similar equation 
to Eq. (3) can be used for both lower limbs, being in stance 
as well as in swing.

A similar technique is used in [76] but considering (i) 
the coupling effect of the two lower limbs, and (ii) the user 
dynamics.

As mentioned previously, it is important to consider that 
the decomposition of the biped walking can produce a false 
control law during the DSP, unless the overall stability of the 
system is ensured. Consider the DSP described in Fig. 6b, 
the one with 6 actuators and 7 generalized coordinates. The 
whole system has 4 DoFs and 6 actuators with 2 redundant 
generalized coordinates. Therefore, the system is overactu-
ated with possibly infinite input control torques. However, 
decomposition of the LEE legs without considering the over-
all system constraints, as proposed in [16], may lead to false 
dynamics formulations. The left lower limb in Fig. 6b may 
consist of 4 DoFs with 3 actuators, while the right lower 
limb is fully actuated, which is unrealistic.

Zhu [71] has decomposed a 5-link biped robot during a 
complete gait cycle with ensured stability. The biped robot is 
underactuated during the SSP, with 4 actuators and 5 DoFs. 

The author has used a time-scaling control approach in order 
to deal with the underactuation issue. Whereas, the biped 
robot is overactuated during the DSP, with 4 actuators and 
3 DoFs. An optimization technique has been used to deal 
with the overactuation problem and to release the underac-
tuated joints of the feet. Thus, despite of the decomposition 
approach, the stability of the overall system is guaranteed.

In general, the LEE is a floating system and it is hard to 
assume that the hip is fixed for modeling the SSP. Dynamical 
decomposition of robotic or exoskeleton systems requires 
considering the whole system constraints, otherwise the 
analysis is not feasible.

Remark 1 The control architecture of HAL-5 includes 
decoupled PD tracking control and phase synchronization 
for each lower limb, separately, without the need for for-
mulation of dynamic modeling of human–robot interaction 
[31–38] HAL has the advantage of a real-time input from the 
sensors indicating to the exoskeleton’s actuators the move-
ment intentions of the user’s lower limbs. The HIT-LEX 
[42] is also a model-free controlled exoskeleton; its con-
trol architecture includes speed control of each joint with 
outer impedance control. The control system of the MIT 
exoskeleton [2–5] also avoids using the dynamics of the exo-
skeleton and the user. It should be noted that most dynamic 
modeling-free control systems are decentralized independent 
joint control systems using synchronization of the walking 
phase periods [75]; the details of a control system for lower 
extremity exoskeletons will be described in next section.

5  Control algorithms

Since the exoskeleton robot is an auxiliary robot in direct 
contact to the user, three important points should be consid-
ered while designing the LEE:

• Power assist rate. The wearable robot should follow the 
intended human motion carefully without interference 
and providing auxiliary energy when needed [1].

• Minimization of interaction force wrench. The control 
algorithm should ensure the exoskeleton move together 
with the user, with minimal interaction forces [6].

• Estimation of interaction force wrench. As aforemen-
tioned, the exoskeleton robot can be connected to differ-
ent regions of the wearer’s body, imposing uncomfort-
able interaction forces/torques to him/her. The proposed 
controller for the user-exoskeleton interaction is preferred 
to consider the locations and the values of the interaction 
forces to be unknown; this makes the control architecture 
more robust and non-sensitive to any unpredicted distur-
bances.Fig. 7  The dynamics modeling for the LEE [16]: a the stance lower 

limb, and b the swing lower limb
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There are miscellaneous control algorithms for control-
ling and regulating the human–robot interactions in PE sys-
tems, however, the general architecture of control strategy 
could consist of loops of three levels of control (see Fig. 8): 
a high-level control strategy that is responsible for estimat-
ing the walking intention, mid-level control that decides the 
switching rules between the walking phases, and low-level 
control that stabilizes the human–robot interaction, e.g. posi-
tion control, impedance control, etc. Fewer attempts have 
been made to use one level control strategy for control of 
LEE except for work of Kazerooni and his colleagues [6, 
39–41].

5.1  High‑level control

As aforementioned, the high-level control includes cap-
turing the human walking intention that is tracked by the 
exoskeleton actuators (low-level control). There is no direct 
technology that can estimate the human intent. The bioel-
ectric sensors that estimate the angular joint variable states 
can provide indicators for estimation and observation of 
human walking intention [31, 32]. Sankai [31] proposed 
that bioelectrical sensors used in Electromyography EMG 
can successfully detect the healthy user intention; however, 
the obtained sensor readings can be of no value in people 
with gait and ambulation disabilities due to neurological 
conditions. The authors proposed to use the center of grav-
ity (COG) shift as indicator for gait movements intention, 
as a substitute for the EMG signals since the COG shift is 
more reliable compared with muscles activity-based bio-
electrical signals. Kazerooni and his colleagues [6, 39–41] 
designed the control system for BLEEX without any meas-
urement from the user. Pratt et al. [7] has used the knee joint 
angle and the ground reaction force as indicators for the 
user intention. Deng et al. [86] used four 2-D force sensors 

at the interaction places on thighs and shanks and two force 
sensors under the soles for motion acquisition from the user 
lower limbs. Based on multibody dynamics and on meas-
ured interaction forces, the interaction output torque can be 
estimated. The 6-D force sensors were used extensively for 
detecting human walking intentions for lower limb exoskel-
etons at specific locations of interactions such as the feet 
and the back; please see [87–91] for more details. In view 
of above discussions, the methods for determining the user 
intention can be classified as follows: method based on the 
EMG technique, method based on body’s global kinematics, 
method based on interaction force measurement

5.1.1  EMG‑based method

The exoskeleton is an extension of the user’s body and it 
may require a direct connection to the user’s nervous sys-
tem. However, this connection should be easily attached, 
harmless and as less invasive as possible [7]. In addition, 
the goal of the exoskeleton is not only to augment power 
user’s power, but also to support and share intended motions. 
Accordingly, the exoskeleton is preferred to exhibit bio-
inspired performance [62]. One of the effective methods for 
estimation of the human motion is the electromyogram EMG 
technique. The myoelectrical signal of the muscle is related 
to the muscle torque; the relationship can be linear [38]. 
Therefore, the assist force/torque required to support the user 
can accordingly be determined. The myoelectric signal col-
lectors are attached to specified regions of the user’s skin. 
These signals are always noisy and should be amplified and 
filtered [38]. Kawamoto and Sankai [38] used EMG meas-
urements to estimate the assistive force/torque required from 
the exoskeleton actuators (hip and knee joints). The authors 
selected specific locations to place their EMG electrodes, as 
described in Fig. 9. The bioelectrical signals were amplified 

Fig. 8  A general control architecture for stabilization motion of 
the LEE. The high-level control is responsible for estimation of the 
desired human motion references, joint torques, leg stiffness, etc. The 
mid-level control is a regulator for determining the switching peri-

ods of the walking phases. The low-level control can be pure position 
control, impedance control, etc. It is responsible for motion stabiliza-
tion of the coupled user-exoskeleton system
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and filtered and transferred to a PC for further processing. 
The authors found that there is a linear relationship between 
the joint torques generated by the corresponding muscles 
and the measured EMG signals. A calibration technique 
based on least squares was used for determining the required 
control parameters.

On the other hand, Kiguchi and Hayashi [52] used EMG-
based control for extracting the human walking intention. 
Root mean square is used for extraction of the raw EMG sig-
nals that are placed at 8 locations. In their exoskeleton, the 
ankle is actuated, therefore, the distribution of the electrodes 
is different from that on the HAL exoskeleton. They used a 
neuro-fuzzy (N-F) modifier in order to process the motion 
intention of the user based on the interaction force sensors. 
The input to the N-F model is the joint angles (hip, knee and 
ankle angles) and the output is the weight matrix that cor-
relates the estimated torque to the sensed EMG signals. The 
key idea is to train the neuro-fuzzy model modifier such that 
the weight matrix of the calibrated EMG signals are defined 
perfectly. If there is a deviation between the user motion and 
the exoskeleton motion, the force sensors detect (measure) 
the interaction forces between them and N-F model attunes 
the weight matrix to cancel these forces. The authors used 
impedance control as a low-level control for generating the 
required actuator torques of the exoskeleton. In general, the 
stages of processing the EMG signals and commanding them 
to the low-level control can be described in Fig. 10.

Generally, EMG-based human walking intention could 
have some limitations [9, 52].

• It could be uncomfortable for daily use due to the 
attached electrodes on the skin.

• The obtained EMG signals can be different for the same 
muscle and motion and even for the same user; the rela-
tionship between the joint torque and the measured EMG 
signals are not unique.

• To get more accurate joint torque estimate, the activity 
of the muscle groups mobilize the joint should be sensed 
by EMGs.

• It is not easy to determine the weight matrix relating 
the myoelectrical signals and the torques generated by 
the muscles, due to the postural differences of the lower 
limb; the moment arms change in accordance to the 
joint angle.

• The muscle has contractile and passive elements, 
whereas, EMG signals can sense the muscle activity 
associated with the contractile elements. In view of 
above, a combined mechanical model and EMG control 
is necessary to get an optimal estimation for the joint 
torque value.

• Raw EMG signals are very noisy and should be filtered 
(extracted) for control purposes such as low pass filter, 
root means square, mean absolute value, etc.

Remark 2 The output of filtered EMG signals is repre-
sented by the estimated joint torques developed by the user. 
The estimated torques can be transformed to end-effector 
forces (at the feet in the case of LEE) by using Jacobian 

Fig. 9  Description of major 
muscle ligaments affected on 
hip and knee joint torques, �

h
 

and �
k
 respectively [38]
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as proposed in [52], then the role of low-level control, e.g. 
impedance control comes. However, the filtered EMG sig-
nals can be transformed into the corresponding joint angles 
by using a linear relationship between the infinitesimal 
change of the estimated joint torques as emphasized by the 
filtered EMG and the infinitesimal change of corresponding 
joint angles, please see [92, 93] for more details. Then any 
position controller can be used as a low-level control for 
tracking purposes. Winter [94] described a schematic dia-
gram for analyzing human motion. The schematic diagram 
consists of two stages: muscle model stage with two inputs 
of EMG signals and output consisting of neural stimuli and 
force wrench, and link segment model with force wrench as 
input and variable states of human links as output, see Page 
6 of [94].

Remark 3 Due to the explicit relationship between the joint 
stiffness and the joint torque, the EMG can be equivalently 
used for estimation of the user stiffness. Please see [62, 95, 
96] for more details.

5.1.2  Global kinematic parameters

According to biomechanics, there are four techniques in 
order to define the global trajectory of the nonlinear walking 
and to estimate the next walking step: the footprint trajec-
tory, orientation of pelvis, orientation of torso and the head 
[97]; most of them could be connected with the centre of 
gravity (COG) position. Estimation of COG in lateral plane 
can be a good index for walking transition from DSP to SSP. 
There are different techniques for measurement/estimation 
of the COG position/trajectory as follows.

• The measurement of COG can be approximated by plac-
ing the accelerometer on the pelvis. In effect, the pelvis 

trajectory is linked to the actual orientation of the body 
and could be a strong index for some human walking 
tasks [97]. The velocity and the position of the COG can 
consequently be deduced. There are two limitations when 
using accelerometers: the noise disturbance of accelera-
tion measurement and the demand for knowledge of the 
initial velocity and of the position of pelvis for integra-
tion techniques [97].

• There are other techniques for estimation of COG posi-
tion such as walking treadmill, the step frequency com-
bined with constant step length. Recording the step 
length and width for nonlinear walking is not straight-
forward and is difficult to be estimated.

• The model of inverted pendulum is extensively used for 
detecting the COG trajectory, please see [22, 24, 30, 98] 
for more details on this technique.

• A powerful technique for estimation of the COG accel-
eration is to use force plate under the foot in order to 
measure the ground reaction forces [31, 32, 97]. Using 
simple dynamics, the acceleration of the COG can be 
estimated, see [22, 24, 30, 97] for more details.

However, people with gait disorders may present reduced 
muscle force and lack of balance, such the COG position 
could be improperly estimated. Consequently, the torso posi-
tion could be alternative tool for this problem. The torso 
configuration can be alternative tool for human intentions 
for user with weak muscles. A gyroscope box could estimate 
three possible rotational angles of the torso by integrating 
the measured angular velocity of the torso. The head orienta-
tion combined with the torso orientation can also be strong 
indication for predicting the next walking step [97, 99]. The 
head has unchanged acceleration profile despite walking on 
uneven terrains and different gait cycle pattern [97, 100].

Fig. 10  Processing stages of 
EMG-based control architecture 
[121]
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Remark 4 Since the power assist exoskeleton should work 
in daily life, the designer should have in mind that the user’s 
intention is preferred to be captured online; this makes the 
human–robot system robust to unexpected conditions and 
disturbances. In effect, there are other measurement meth-
ods for sensing and capturing the global human walking 
parameters, e.g. visual markers and functional approach 
for measuring the joint displacements, and the magnetic or 
inertial capture systems for sensing the joint angles, etc. The 
traditional human motion tracking methods depend on com-
plicated high-order calculations for capturing human kin-
ematics [101]. The reader is referred to Chapter 8 of [97] for 
more details on these approaches. However, much attention 
has been paid to the wearable Inertial Measurement Unit 
(IMU) systems due to their portability and high accuracy 
even for use in unstructured environments [101–105]. Units 
consisting in accelerometers, magnetometers, gyroscopes, 
provide easy and quick measurements. They allow clinicians 
and researchers access to data regarding important spatial–
temporal parameters: gait speed, cadence, step length, stride 
length, gait cycle duration, stance and swing phase duration, 
double and single support duration, angles of joints during 
gait cycle, and give the possibility to obtain important infor-
mation regarding gait variability, predictor of physical and 
cognitive deterioration [106–109]. In addition, lightweight, 
flexible systems capable of detecting mechanical parameters 
as strain and pressure are in research and development lately 
for gait analysis [110].

Remark 5 In effect, high-level control can include hybrid 
strategies (hybrid multimodal-interaction platforms) for cap-
turing the user intention, e.g., Lenzi et al. [8] used force sen-
sors under soles and mechanical goniometers for estimation 
of kinematic parameters of the user. Cifuentes and Frizera 
[111] used a novel sensor fusion method that includes: (1) 
a laser range finder sensor for estimation of user’s leg kin-
ematics, (2) inertial measurements units for estimation of 
orientation of parts of the coupled system of the user and 
the machine, and (3) triaxial F/T sensors for estimation of 
interaction force wrench at physical interaction between the 
user’s upper limbs and the machine.

5.1.3  Interaction force measurement

The key idea of this method is to measure the interaction 
forces at specified locations and then to use Jacobian or 
impedance control principles to determine the user walking 
intention. The force sensors represent the interface between 
the user and the exoskeleton. It is undesirable to select the 
contact points between the user and the exoskeleton along 
the legs (thigh and shank) due to the accompanied sen-
sitivity of the user for these locations during long walks. 

Accordingly, the more suitable choice for interaction contact 
is the sole of the foot, where the user is accustomed to feel 
the ground reaction forces (GRFs), and the back where the 
load can be distributed and isolated. However, the sensed 
net force under the user’s feet consists of both the GRFs and 
the human–machine interaction forces (HMIFs). Therefore, 
differentiating between these two forces is necessary in order 
not to affect the motion of the user and not to increment 
possible instability problems. For heel strike, it is possible 
to differentiate between the ground reaction force GRFs 
region and the HMIFs region. However, the differentiation 
process could be difficult for feet in flat contact. In effect, 
it can be proved that the machine GRF is a scaled version 
of the human GRF for guaranteeing minimized interaction 
force wrench and suitable synchronization, see [9] for more 
details. In summary, measuring the interaction forces/tor-
ques poses some problems:

• The contact interaction locations are not known in 
advance and may vary accordingly. In other words, the 
user may prefer to put braces at the shank or/and at the 
thighs, etc. Measurements of these interaction forces/tor-
ques could be suitable for experiments rather than for a 
daily life use.

• Some exoskeletons have force/torque sensors at the feet 
of the user, however, the obtained sensor readings do not 
only represent the interaction forces/torques; the stance 
load can augment the values of these readings.

• Installation of force/torque sensors under the sole may 
lead to heavy feet. Besides, human walking consists of 
cyclic motions, which may induce irritation, fatigue, 
stresses at sensor level and even sensor failure.

Ishida et al. [90, 91] used the measurement of the inter-
action force at the handle for extracting the data related 
to the motion of the user. Using the impedance control 
principle, the desired acceleration of the handle can be 
calculated. Twice integrating the desired acceleration and 
by using point-to-point control, the human–robot interac-
tion can be stabilized. Zhang et al. [42] exploited the same 
technique for extracting the user motion for HIT-LEX exo-
skeleton. The force sensors are installed on the back of the 
user and under the feet. A similar technique has been used 
in Body Extender of PERCRO laboratory of Scuola Supe-
riore Sant’Anna [87, 88]. Six-DoFs force sensors were 
installed in five locations of the user: the legs, the arms, 
and the back. Lenzi et al. [8] used two control levels for 
stabilization and control of a 1-DOF powered exoskeleton 
called ALEX II. The high-level control attempts to obtain 
the normalized hip torque as shown in Fig. 11.

Table 1 describes the features and limitations of high-
level control strategies.
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Remark 6 For a user with a gait disorder, the bioelectric sig-
nals transferred through the user body could be broken and 
improperly estimated. However, these signals are powerful 
for the non-disabled user and could be considered as refer-
ence walking patterns. Kiguchi and Hayashi [52] used two 
strategies for controlling and capturing the human walking 
intention for power-assist exoskeletons: power-assist control 
and perception-assist control. The power-assist control is 
based on EMG signals, and this part is effective if the user 
has no gait related disability, whereas the perception-assist 
robot includes modification of the user walk pattern based 
on intelligent approximator. A balance control strategy is 
necessary to compensate for the walk modification of a user 
with a gait disorder; healthy persons can compensate for 
the walk modification by themselves. A similar concept was 
used in [31–38].

5.2  Mid‑level control

As aforementioned, the gait cycle consists of multiple phases 
with specific transition times. Accordingly, this control level 
is responsible for smooth transition between walking phases 
during the gait cycle. Due to the short time of DSP, some 
researchers concentrate on the SSP without considering the 
coordination control of the legs during walking. In effect, the 
strategy adopted for coordinating the walking legs is mainly 
based on the GRF at the sole. As a result, the GRF-based 
state machine strategy is a powerful tool to deal with syn-
chronization and transition problems. Kazerooni [6, 39–41] 
used feet sensors to determine the three walking phases 
they proposed and which of the dynamic modeling method/
algorithm they can apply. In HAL-5, the authors proposed 
inequality for ensuring stable transition times. For example, 

Fig. 11  The high-level control 
of Alex II that estimates the 
desired hip torques based on 
multi-stages [8]: the walking 
stride is computed based on 
GRF sensors under the sole, the 
adaptive frequency oscillator 
AdOs is used for estimating 
walking cadence, the nominal 
hip torque profile is determined 
from a bi-dimensional lookup 
table and the values of cadence 
and stride, the last stage 
includes adding the body weight 
and power assist rate to get the 
desired hip torque

Table 1  Features and Limitations of High-level Control Strategies

Control strategy Description

The EMG-based Technique It is a powerful bio-interface strategy for estimation of the user muscle activity, and hence the joint torque or the 
leg stiffness can be estimated

The muscle biomechanical model is preferred to be integrated with the EMG technique for modeling of the pas-
sive and the contractile elements respectively

The EMG signals require a multi-stage process for processing and acquisition of the useful data; see Fig. 10
Although some researchers attempt to avoid using the EMG technique, it can be necessary for verification and 

validation of the LEE platform
Global kinematic parameters It includes kinematic measurement of the user motion such as the COG trajectory, joint angle trajectory, trunk 

trajectory, leg trajectory, etc.
Different measuring methods for sensing and capturing the kinematic walking parameters such as visual markers, 

functional approach, the magnetic/inertial capture systems, laser range finder sensors, etc.
If the designer attempts to use an interaction force observer, he/she may resort to determine the global kinematic 

parameters of the user for its importance in the low-level control. See Section III of [30] for more details
The HRI F/T sensors It is useful to capture the user motion by sensing the HRI at some specific attachments

The direct/indirect F/T control can require F/T sensors
Due to the possible problems associated with practical implementation, a force observer is recommended. How-

ever, the force observer may require measurements of the state variables of the user that could not be straightfor-
ward
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the right foot becomes support foot while the left foot will 
swing if the following inequality fr > fl , where f(.) is the 
ground reaction force at the right or left foot, is satisfied 
and vice versa. For more details, the reader is referred to 
[2–5, 42, 112].

5.3  Low‑level control

As stated previously, low-level control aims to: (1) add 
power assist rate to user, (2) minimization of HIFMs as 
possible, and (3) tracking the desired torque/position using 
conventional control methods, e.g. PID family control, slid-
ing mode control, etc. However, some researchers consider 
all these points in their control architecture but for a single 
joint exoskeleton design, e.g., only knee or hip orthosis, etc. 
In effect, the user-exoskeleton system is a biped constrained 
system with interaction force wrench at specific locations 
of the user lower limbs. The force control strategy is widely 
applied for robots in contact with the external environment. 
In general, the robot force control can be classified as [113]: 
Indirect force control such as compliance and impedance 
control, and direct force control such as hybrid force/posi-
tion control with different versions. In view of the above, 
there are three possible approaches described in the follow-
ing subsections.

5.3.1  Control approach 1

The key point in controlling and stabilizing the LEE is to 
regulate the interaction force wrench. This control approach 
includes tracking the user’s references carefully or track-
ing null interaction force wrench. Consequently, pure posi-
tion control or regulation of direct force/torque control can 
be used in accordance with this control point of view. To 
motivate the analysis, consider a 1-DoF LEE with dynamics 
shown in Fig. 12.

According to Fig. 12a, the following points can be noted:

• The input to the exoskeleton dynamics is represented by 
the actuator torques and the human–exoskeleton interac-
tion torque.

• Although the attachment dynamics is modeled as stiff-
ness, it can be modeled using impedance control princi-
ples with time-varying parameters as inspired by human 
behavior. As a result, the human–machine interaction 
torque can be determined as

• If the force/torque (F/T) sensors are used to sense the 
HRI, Fig. 12b is proposed for experimental implementa-
tion. In effect, Fig. 12a is useful in simulation studies 
provided the impedance mode at interaction points is 
known.

According to Eq. (8), the target of the control algorithm 
for human–exoskeleton interaction is to make �int → 0 or 
equivalently qh → q . This means that the user does not feel 
loads carried by his/her back with more comfortability. 
Although this strategy is simpler in concept and attempts 
to avoid directly adding the required assistive power, it 
is expensive in terms of high actuator torques that can be 
required for the wearable exoskeleton. Following the work 
of Racine [9] and neglecting the nonlinearities associated 
with target system, PD control with inverse model can be 
used for control as shown in Fig. 13.

The transfer function 
(

q

qh

)

 can be determined as

If Kl → 1 , then qh → q and �int → 0.
See Chapters  6 and 7 of [9] for more details about 

modified versions of this control strategy, stability and 
performance.

(8)�int = Kh(qh − q)

(9)
q

qh
=

KhG

1 − Kl + KhG

Fig. 12  Dynamics of human–robot interaction [9]. Although Kh rep-
resents user stiffness at the interaction locations, it can be extended 
to include impedance model with time-varying parameters. G signi-

fies the exoskeleton transfer function, q is the angular position of exo-
skeleton joint, qh is the angular position of the user, �

int
 refers to the 

human–robot interaction torque, and u is the input control
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Duong et al. [114] decomposed the stance and swing legs 
separately and proposed position PD control for stance leg 
and virtual torque control with radial basis function approxi-
mator for the swing leg. It is a hybrid control aiming to 
precisely tracking the user motion, making interaction force 
wrench approximately null or very small. Handiman exo-
skeleton [6, 14–16] was designed and controlled based on 
master–slave control. It consists of two overlapping exoskel-
etons with an inner skeleton in contact with the user. The 
idea is to manipulate the master inner exoskeletons by the 
user in order to control the slave outer exoskeleton. This 
strategy includes tracking the user angular joints or the 
torso displacement and capturing the whole user motion [9]. 
There are two problems associated with master–slave con-
trol architecture: the limited space between the user and the 
overlapping exoskeletons that is necessary for installing the 
instruments, and imitation of all motions of the user that can 
lead to uncontrolled actions [9]. Sankai and his colleagues 
[31–38] used decoupled PD position controllers to control 
the pitch angles of the hip and the knee of HAL exoskeleton 

with desired angular references extracted from foot sensors-
based user intention estimators, see Fig. 14.

Racine [9] exploited the strategies of direct force control 
[113] and applied it to the PE. The key idea is to make the 
user does not feel the exoskeleton enhancing comfort. Fig-
ure 15 shows the proposed controller for 1-DOF exoskel-
eton joint, see Chapter 7 of [9] for more details. However, 
tracking null interaction torque references can be undesirable 
because some value for the interaction force are needed due 
to its importance in extraction of the user intention.

Zanotto et al. [115] used two torque control strategies for 
LEE with two powered joints at the hip and the knee. Figure 16 
shows the two control approaches in one schematic diagram 
with control selector for switching purposes. The outer torque 
control is based on installation of force/torque sensors at the 
interaction location between the exoskeleton and the user, 
whereas the inner torque control includes installation of torque 
sensors between the actuators and output load (gearbox output 
shaft) with feedforward friction and gravity compensators. The 
interesting point is that the torque feedback with torque sen-
sors at the output shaft only reflects the inertia of motor and 
gearbox whereas the user is responsible for compensating for 
the remaining exoskeleton dynamics, i.e., links. This is not the 
case for torque control with force/torque sensors at the interac-
tion locations where the exoskeleton dynamics is masked by 
feedback torque control.

Despite the importance of the measurement of interaction 
force wrench in control architecture for PEs, there can be prac-
tical limitations associated with hardware design, signal acqui-
sition and processing [116]. Racine [9] proposed a disturbance 
observer (or so-called virtual torque feedback) to estimate the 
interaction torque without using sensors at interaction loca-
tions, see Fig. 17 for 1-DoF joint exoskeleton.

Boaventura et al. [116] used a Kalman filter in order to 
estimate and filter interaction forces without using force 
sensors. The goal of the proposed control architecture is to 
make the exoskeleton imperceptible to the user by making the 

Fig. 13  A simple control architecture for LEE based on conventional 
controller C and inverse dynamics of the host system [9]

Fig. 14  The control architecture 
of HAL with two-level control 
[31–38]: the high-level control 
attempts to estimate the user 
motion intention based on 
force/torque sensors (p), and 
low-level control that includes 
a decoupled position control for 
tracking the desired references 
state variables for the swing and 
support legs
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interaction force wrench null. The proposed control architec-
ture includes three parallel controllers for stabilization and 
control of the target exoskeleton. As noted from Fig. 18, the 
Kalman filter design requires measurements of the exoskeleton 
state variables, of the desired force wrench that will be fed to 
the robot, and of the acceleration of the exoskeleton and of 
the user.

5.3.2  Control approach 2

This strategy includes the modification of exoskeleton-user 
trajectory in order to compensate for unwanted interaction 
force wrench; it is simply based on impedance/admittance 
principles. According to Eq. (8), the modified trajectory of 
exoskeleton can be written as

Then, conventional position/velocity control can be used 
accordingly. HIT-LEX [42] used an inner decoupled veloc-
ity joint control associated with an outer impedance control. 
There are no details on the formulation of the outer imped-
ance control; however, the schematic diagram of the pro-
posed control refers to a mathematical relationship between 
the kinematic terminals (back, feet) and the sensed force/
torques at these locations, see Fig. 19. This relationship 
can be extracted by using impedance function. In effect, the 
impedance control can play a significant role in transferring 
the multi-force sensors into displacement and vice versa.

Remark 7 As stated above, HIT-Lex [42] used F/T sen-
sors in order to detect human motion intention; however, 

(10)q = qh +
�int

k
= qh + �q

the designers proposed a control architecture described in 
Fig. 19a where the force sensors are not apparent. In view 
of above, the modified version of Fig. 19a is depicted in 
Fig. 19b that matches the experimental implementation.

Rashidi et al. [85] used a similar framework for Fig. 19 but 
with inner position control. The control architecture consists of 
an acceleration observer and of Impedance control for regula-
tion of the human–exoskeleton interaction force wrench; the 
output of the impedance model is an infinitesimal change of 
exoskeleton positions. Lee and sankai [36] proposed active 

Fig. 15  Direct force control for regulation of HRI [9]

Fig. 16  Low-level control 
architecture with two control 
loops working separately for 
comparison purposes [115]. The 
control selectors are used for 
switching between the inner and 
the outer loops

Fig. 17  Direct force control with observer base on inverse model for 
1-DoF exoskeleton. 𝜏

int
 refers to the estimated interaction torque [9]

Fig. 18  Kalman filter-based transparent control for PEs [116]. The 
proposed controller consists of three main elements: a feedforward 
controller that includes inverse dynamics for generating the required 
force wrench, a feedback controller for precise tracking the desired 
user motion, and a Kalman filter for estimating the interaction force 
wrench and its compensation, accordingly
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impedance control for the HAL-3 to virtually manipulate the 
impedance parameters of the exoskeleton with a minimized 
power of the user in unconstrained motion (swing phase). The 
proposed control strategy includes three stages: (1) identifica-
tion of the user’s joint dynamics parameters, (2) application 
of impedance control to the coupled system (exoskeleton and 
user) and definition of the virtual impedance parameters that 
minimize user power, and (3) EMG use as an assessment tool 
for the proposed method. A similar work can be found in [73, 
117, 118]. As mentioned previously, there are some difficulties 
associated with interaction force wrench and human motion 
measurements; therefore, Kazerooni and his colleagues [6, 
39–41] assumed the interaction forces are unknown in their 
analysis. The goal of their proposed control architecture is to 
amplify the user sensitivity to the interactions forces/torques 
without measuring them. In effect, the authors scaled down 
the user power by manipulating the sensitivity function that is 
equivalent to the admittance function. To motivate the concept 
of sensitivity amplification control (SAC), consider simple 
dynamics of a 1-DoF exoskeleton (Fig. 20).

The output angular velocity of the exoskeleton can be repre-
sented as a linear combination of the dynamic response due to 
the desired references (r) and the interaction torque ( �int ), say

According to classical and modern control engineering 
[119], G and S should approach to 1 and 0 respectively, how-
ever, this could not be the case for exoskeleton design. The 
situation is different with exoskeleton since the required con-
trol algorithm should minimize the interaction forces/torque 
as possible. There is no benefit if we make S approaches zero 
but the interaction forces/torques are of high values! The idea 
is to design controller C such that d is small. To do that, let us 
generate a new sensitivity transfer function

In effect, Sd represents admittance dynamics with the veloc-
ity as the output and �int as the input. If we make Sd larger, 
this means that the target impedance is low; for larger Sd, �int 
should be smaller and this is the objective of exoskeleton con-
trol design. Accordingly, if a positive feedback controller is 
chosen as

where � is amplification factor greater than unity. For exam-
ple if � = 10 , this results in Sd = 10S which means ten times 
force amplification. For more details on application of the 
SAC for multibody exoskeletons with modified versions, see 
[16].

In summary, the following points are considered:

• The SAC is based on principle of admittance control and 
inverse dynamics principles.

• Although Yang et al. [16] proposed neural network as 
adaptive control with combined SAC, they did not con-
sider different walking phases of the coupled system of 
the user and exoskeleton.

• More studies are required to assess performance of power 
assist rate generated by the SAC.

5.3.3  Control approach 3

This strategy includes adding an explicit power assist rate 
to the user. The assistive torques of exoskeleton are trans-
ferred to the user via interaction attachments. According to 
Eq. (10), if we know the required assistive torque and the 
impedance behaviour at the interaction locations, an explicit 
position control can successfully be performed as proposed 
in [96]. In addition, direct (explicit) force/torque control and 
feedforward force/torque control are two possible candidates 

(11)v = Gr + S�int

(12)Sd =
v

�int
=

S

1 − GC

(13)C =
(

1 − �−1
)

G−1

Fig. 19  Control architecture for HIT-LEX. a Control structure 
depicted in [42]; this structure is useful in simulation with nomen-
clature defined as follows. x refers to the end-effector position (the 
feet and the back), xh denotes to the end-effector user motion, fint is 
the interaction force wrench, v denotes to the velocity of end-effector, 
and � is the angular position of joints. The authors did not describe 
the structure of impedance control that is necessary for regulation 
and stabilization of the HRI. b Modified version of (a) that matched 
experimental implementation
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for this control point of view. Kiguchi and Hayashi [52] 
transferred the user muscle torques estimated through EMG 
to the exoskeleton actuators, using impedance model and 
Jacobian transformation, see Fig. 21.

Lenzi et al. [8] proposed an assistive controller consist-
ing of three control stages: estimating of walking phase 
(online), planning of the assistive torque, and providing 
the power assist rate to the hip joint only, recall Fig. 11 for 
more details. According to Fig. 11, the high-level control 
attempts to calculate desired hip torque considering the 
power assist rate as a set point to the low-level control, 
whereas low-level control attempts to track the desired 
reference torque by feeding back the interaction torque 
measured by force/torque sensors at the cuff. Thanks to 
measured interaction torque, the feedback torque can mask 
the robotic leg inertia with feedforward gravity and fric-
tion compensation. The work of Kazerroni and his col-
leagues [6, 39–41], mentioned previously, can determine 
the required assistive power rate by using sensitivity 
function.

Remark 8 Based on the previous control approaches, the 
low-level control architecture can be sub-divided into three 
categories: indirect force control, direct force control, and 
observer-base control. Please, see the remarks below and 
Table 2 that summarizes features and limitations of the 
aforementioned control strategies.

Remark 9 The following points can be noted concerning 
indirect force control:

• The key point of impedance control is to generate a vir-
tual impedance model of exoskeleton that matches the 
variable behavior impedance of the user at interaction 
locations, considering minimization of user’s stress. This 
point is considered a little with a single joint exoskeleton 
as proposed in [36, 73].

• Some studies focus on precisely tracking the exoskeleton 
and making interaction force wrench null without consid-
ering explicitly the power assist rate required by the user.

• There are two possible techniques for capturing the 
required power assist rate data from the user: EMG tech-
nique and time-varying parameters impedance control.

Remark 10 The following points are considered for direct 
force control:

• Direct force control includes tracking desired interaction 
torque control considering power assist rate. As a result, 
high-level control is required in order to estimate the ref-
erence torque carefully as proposed in [8].

• Torque feedback control requires F/T sensors at interac-
tion attachments of exoskeleton and the user. A force/
torque observer can be used for evading sensor measure-
ments in practice.

Fig. 20  Sensitive amplification 
control [6, 39–41]: a 1-DoF 
exoskeleton, b dynamics of a 
1-DoF exoskeleton, and c the 
proposed feedback control

Fig. 21  EMG-based control with multi-stages control [52], where �
est

 
is the estimated joint torques for the user, f is the foot force vector for 
the user, J is the Jacobian, and u is the input control considering the 

power assist rate. There is a hidden level of control associated with 
user’s balance control; it is eliminated here since this paper is con-
cerned with non-disabled users
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• Admittance control can be used with two control loops: 
an outer admittance control for torque tracking and an 
inner position/velocity control for position/velocity track-
ing.

Remark 11 In summary, the following points are considered 
for force observer-based control:

• There is little work on observer-based force control for 
the LEEs. However, Fig. 18 proposed a Kalman filter 
for interaction force wrench but with measurements of 
acceleration, velocity and position.

• Kazerooni and his team [6, 39–41] proposed sensitivity 
amplification control (SAC) without requirement of inter-
action force wrench and applied it to Bleex. Limitations 
of their technique is its sensitivity to the uncertainty of 
the host system. An improved version is proposed by 
[16].

• The power assist rate is not integrated in Fig. 18, whereas 
amplification factor is considered carefully in the SAC.

Remark 12 The essential difference between non-disabled 
and disabled users lies in the capabilities of the formers to 
compensate for any possible disturbance and deviated refer-
ences by using their own control systems. Therefore, some 
balance criteria are used in literature for disabled users as 
proposed in [18–20]. However, balance control strategy 
combined with ZMP was also user for non-disabled users 
with wearable exoskeletons as made in [120].

Remark 13 In summary, Table 3 described some well-known 
LEEs with power augmentation.

6  Conclusions

This paper attempts to summarize and overview major issues 
associated with movement and control of LEEs destined to 
be used by non-disabled people, for force augmentation. 
There are four major points should be considered while 
designing the control architecture for the host exoskeleton: 
(1) estimation of user motion intention, (2) minimization 
of human–machine interaction, (3) estimation of interaction 
force wrench for control purpose; an observer is preferred 
in order to evade practical limitations, and (4) determina-
tion of power assist rate required for force augmentation. 
Most researchers concentrate on some important points and 
neglect others, as stated throughout the paper. It should be 
noted that determination of the power assist rate requires 
knowledge of the user joint torques during walking (EMG 
used for this purpose). In addition, using EMG-based con-
trol gives higher mechanical advantage than force control 
strategies, but at the expense of associated computational 
complexity and EMG issues. More studies are required to 
assess the difficulties and the computational complexities of 
the present control strategies.

Table 2  Features and Limitations of Low-level Control Strategies

Control strategy Description

Position control/indirect force control/control approach 1 It is a model-free controller that does not need full knowledge of the 
LEE dynamics

Measurement of the user motion is required
The gravity, the friction degree, and different motion constraints 

should be integrated with the control architecture
Impedance/admittance control/indirect force control/control approach 2 It is a powerful tool for stabilization control of constrained system 

such as the LEE
The variable impedance parameters should carefully be considered 

otherwise instability issues can occur
The power assist rate can explicitly/implicitly be integrated

F/T feedback control (direct F/T control)
(This strategy can be designed based on control approach 1,3 and even 2 

if force tracking-based admittance control is proposed)

It requires F/T sensors
The power assist rate can explicitly be integrated
High-level control is necessary for estimation of the desired joint 

torques
Feedforward torque control (direct F/T control)
Control approach 3

It requires EMG for estimation of the joint torques
The EMG can have some practical limitations
The power assist rate can explicitly be integrated

Observer-based force control (most control approaches can be modified 
to make force observer)

It does not require F/T sensors
It may require the measurements of state variables for the user that 

could not be straightforward
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